Vector data differs in the rasterized height field by data type. It is difficult to render dynamic vectors on height field because their shapes and locations may change at any time. This letter proposes a novel method: View-dependent Projective Atlases (VdPAs). As an intermediate data source, VdPAs act as rendering targets which enable height field and vectors to be rasterized at the same resolution. Then, VdPAs can be viewed as super-tiles. State of art height field rendering algorithms can be used for scenario rendering. Experimental results demonstrate that atlases are able to make dynamic vectors to be rendered on height field with real-time performance and high quality.
Introduction
Height field rendering is a hot topic in Computer Graphics and GIS (Geographic Information System). Secondary data, such as vector primitives, shadows and illumination, play an important role in scenario enhancement. So it is an interesting and valuable topic to research the secondary data rendering on height field. We focus in rendering dynamic vectors on height field in this letter.
Usually, height field data consists of a 2D regular grid of elevation and appearance samplers. Tile [1] is one of the most widely used data structures in large-scale height field scenes. Current rendering methods can be classified into two categories: rasterizing based methods and ray-casting based methods. Rasterizing based methods [1] construct triangle meshes with height field sampler grids in each viewed tile, and then rasterize these meshes into screen fragment after mapping appearance textures. Ray-casting based methods [2] fetch texels from appearance textures by searching the intersections of height field with rays, which casting from the viewer and through screen pixels.
Currently, vector primitives can be rendered on height field in three ways: Preprocessing based methods, Geometry based methods and Texture based methods. Preprocessing based methods [3] load vector primitives and integrate them into height field data in the preprocessing stage. Such off-line methods are incapable of real-time requirements for rendering dynamic vectors. Geometry based methods [4] construct geometry volumes to make stencils for vector rendering. But it is computationally demanding for dynamic vectors rendering, due to the fact that geometry volumes must be reconstructed once any primitive changes its shape or location. Texture based methods [5] implement real-time vector primitives rendering on height field, but they show poor quality when the viewer moves. Luo [6] proposed a method named Quad-tree Atlases (QTA), which projects vector primitives and height field into an atlas. This method belongs to texture based methods, and it achieves highquality images when the viewer looks vertically down but shows poor quality at grazing view angle, as left sub-figure of Fig. 6 shows.
In this letter, we present a solution named viewdependent projective atlases (VdPAs), which is inspired by QTA [6] . It has the ability to rasterize dynamic vector primitives and sample height field at the same resolution. State of art height field rendering methods can be used to render dynamic vectors populated scenarios with these atlases.
View-Dependent Projective Atlases
As a rendering target, atlas has the ability to rasterize vector primitives into height field data from multi-resolution tiles, as QTA [6] does. The core idea of QTA is generating a vector gazed height field atlas and then rendering the scenario with data from this atlas. The fatal drawbacks of QTA is the poor quality in tilted view angle. We intend to solve this problem with plural atlases, as Fig. 1 shows. The key idea is that all the atlases are of same resolution (such as 1024 × 1024), but assigned with different viewports, which are configured properly to make sure all samplers to be rasterized in nearly constant "texel-per-pixel" ratio. Then, atlases act as super-tiles, which enables vectors gazed height field data to be rendered in state of art methods. We focus on the height field based on the plane surface. In this case, the height field is represented as a model of z = f (x, y). The height field profile is built on the reference plane. A terminology of the projective region is established to represent a region, which could be seen in current screen viewport, as Fig. 1 shows. It is created by projecting the intersections of view frustum and height field tile bounding boxes into reference plane and surrounding these projected points with an isosceles trapezoid.
The shape of the projective region changes corresponding to the view angle. If the view angle is vertically down, the projective region extends to a rectangle. In the most cases, its shape keeps an isosceles trapezoid, whose bases and legs vary corresponding to the tilted view angle. Footprints distribution of pixels is determined by the shape of the projective region. For example, pixels' footprints are much more uneven in a inclined view angle than that in a vertically down angle.
In QTA [6] , an atlas is generated by projecting the scenario samplers into the screen space of an atlas camera, which contains texels of uniform footprints. In a vertically down view angle, viewport of the atlas camera can be set the same size as current screen viewport of the viewer. Thanks to the subtle difference pixel footprints in this case, a high precision atlas can be generated with nearly constant "texel-per-pixel" ratio by tuning the atlas' resolution a bit more than screen viewport. However, pixel footprints differs greatly based on their distances from the viewer if the projective region has an isosceles trapezoid shape in the tilted view angle. It is impossible to creating an atlas with high precision at all the texels. This is the reason why QTA shows poor quality when the view angle becomes inclined.
To solve this problem, we project the scenario samplers into plural atlases, whose viewports are determined based on their distance from the viewer and the shape of the projective region. Since atlases are created in dynamic number and viewports, based on the shape of the projective region as well as current perspective view, we name these plural atlases as View-dependent Projective Atlases (VdPAs).
Dynamic Region Splitting Algorithm
Under the condition of a given resolution, viewport is a crucial parameter affected the accuracy of an atlas, which impacts the quality of scenario rendering a lot. We compute the viewports of each atlas by splitting the projective region into plural region splits.
In this section, we discuss a dual-directional region splitting algorithm to create dynamic atlases. This algorithm consists of two steps. Firstly, region splits are created along the view direction by limiting the wasting space. This step is named Lengthways splitting, which ensures the most utilization of atlas spaces, as shown in left sub-figure of Fig. 2 . Secondly, a region split is partitioned again in orthogonal direction to reduce the length difference of sides in two directions. This step is named Orthogonal splitting to balance the uv precision difference inside an atlas, which is shown in right sub-figure of Fig. 2 .
Some symbols are introduced for better description. L is the length of the projective region in view direction. θ is the angle between view direction and a leg of the isosceles trapezoid-shaped projective region. They are key parameters which determine the shape of the projective region, whose values are determined by the intersections of view frustum and height field reference plane. n and f denote the length of near and far base respectively. The projective region expands to a rectangle if the viewer looks in a vertically down angle, which tells θ = 0 and n = f .
Lengthways Splitting is used to create region splits along view direction. For a region split indexed as i, its orthogonal side and lengthways side are represented as W i and H i respectively (i ≥ 1). To make the most utilization of the atlas space, we limit the space wasting factor to less than ζ. A region split can be viewed as a circumscribed rectangle of a part of the projective region. So ζ is in the range of [0, 0.5). The space wasting factor means the proportion to the space parts of region splits outside the projective region. Under such limitation, the sides' length of region splits are calculated as
It can be easily proved that the space wasting factor of region split i meet the limitation of
This is an useful technique which makes the texels' footprints as small as possible. Oversampling and undersampling problems are easily avoided by tuning proper atlas' viewport with parameter W i and H i .
We denote the size of legnthways region split as h max . The lengthways splitting stops once it meets the requirement
The lengthways splitting has the ability to tune the size of region splits h max automatically when viewer moves. When the viewer looks vertically down, only 1 atlas is enough to cover the whole projective region if the field of view in current screen viewport is no less than 1. In this case, our region splitting algorithm behaves in a same way as QTA.
At the same time, sides proportion of a region split i is limited as
(1). There may be significant precision difference in uv directions of its corresponding atlas if W i >> H i , which would lead aliasing artifacts. To avoid this problem, we propose a second splitting technique which is named Orthogonal Splitting.
Orthogonal Splitting is proposed to limit the precision difference in uv direction of each atlas. We introduce a tolerance factor ε, which denotes the maximum side proportion between u and v direction. A region split should be split in transverse direction when 
Rendering with VdPAs
In this section, we will show how dynamic vector primitives are rasterized into atlases and how we can render dynamic vector primitives on height field with these atlases.
Generating VdPAs Firstly, in the stage of generating VdPAs, atlases act as rendering targets. To implement this goal, we use the atlas cameras described in [6] to rasterize vector primitives and sample height fields. There is a oneto-one correspondence between an atlas camera and a region splits. And the viewport of an atlas camera is same with its corresponding region split. Orthographic frusta are created for these atlas cameras, as Fig. 3 shows. Both height field samplers and vector primitives falling inside a frustum are projected into the screen space of corresponding camera to generate an atlas.
Rendering As an intermediate data source, an atlas can be viewed as a super-tile storing vector primitives gazed height field data inside. Appearance atlases are generated by raterizing vector primitives and populating them above the appearance texels. Elevation atlases are generated by sampling elevation data at the same resolution with appearance atlases. So, any traditional height field rendering methods [1] , [2] can be applied to acquire the final image.
Precision and Efficiency Management For high quality height field rendering, footprints' size of atlas texels should suit well with screen pixels. Fortunately, atlases are good at tuning texel footprints by setting proper viewports and resolutions. For example, texels' footprints in farther side of an atlas can be the same as corresponding pixels' footprints in transverse direction, if the number of texels is same as screen pixels in this direction. But for the texels nearer from viewer, their footprints are larger than corresponding pixels, which would probably induce artifacts problem due to precision decreasing. However, thanks to the wasting space limitation in lengthways splitting, the precision loss is smaller than 2ζ and can be compensated by increasing resolution in transverse direction to N 1−2ζ to get at least "texel-per-pixel" ratio for all texels. The sides' proportion of an atlas is between 1+ε 2 ≤ W i j N i < (1 + ε). uv precision difference is limited at the best effort in this way. So whatever the view angle changes, atlases can be generated with high precision.
Although, dynamic vector primitives may change their shapes and locations per frame and have a variety of data structures, rasterizing vector primitives into texels in such an order of magnitude is not computationally demanding for current mainstream hardware. Large scale vector primitives also can be rendered efficiently with frustum culling technique. All these techniques ensure that dynamic vectors can be rendered on height field in real-time.
Results
We implement scene rendering with VdPAs on a desktop computer, which is equipped with Intel Core i7-3770 3.4GHz CPU, 8GB memory. The GPU is NVIDA GTX 670. Resolution of each atlas is 1024 × 1024. The screen viewport is 1440 × 900. The maximum space wasting factor is ζ = 0.3. uv precision difference tolerance factor is ε = 0.5. The lengthways splitting number is limited as h max = 4, and the maximum transverse splitting number is limited as N w ≤ 2.
To demonstrate the rendering result of VdPAs, we generate a set of on-the-fly dynamic vector primitives which consists of 230 million triangle polygons and 10 million lines. The polygons move in a uniform direction and rotate in a same angular velocity. The lines grows as a Archimedean Spiral.
There are three scenarios used in our experiment. The first scenario consists of a Earth height field dataset including 6 TB NASA elevation data, covering Asia area in zip compression format, a Google 19 levels appearance texture data sets of size about 30TB in jpg format, also covering Asia area, as Fig. 4 shows. The second scenario is a Tree demo scenario in NVIDIA SDK, as Fig. 5 shows. We use rasterizing based method proposed in [1] to render these two scenarios.
Dataset used in third scenario is Puget Sound (PS) 16K × 16K dataset, as Fig. 6 shows. Ray-casting based method [2] is used to render this scenario. Table 1 demonstrates the efficiency comparison of VdPAs with geometry based method (GEO-based) [4] and QTA [6] . In the Tree demo scenario, we render the shadows with the algorithm proposed by [7] to demonstrate that Vd- PAs enable dynamic vectors and shadows interact with each other. Geometry based method [4] is only compatible with rasterizing based height field rendering method, and it can't interact with shadows. So we mainly compare this algorithm in Earth scenario.
From Table 1 we notice that all these algorithms show real-time performance when vector primitives are static. But the efficiency of Geometry based method [4] is far behind that of competent algorithms when vector primitives become dynamic, because it needs to construct shadow geometry for vectors per frame and consumes much more rendering time. Compared to geometry based method, QTA and VdPAs keep real-time frame rate in all scenarios.
Though, VdPAs shows a bit of poorer performance than QTA, due to more rendering passes are consumed in VdPAs than the latter one, which consumes only one rendering pass. The image quality rendered by VdPAs is much better than that of QTA in all the compared scenarios, which can be seen in Fig. 6 and our supplemental video.
Conclusions and Future Works
This letter proposes VdPAs, an intermediate data structure for rendering high quality dynamic vectors on height field in real time. Its core idea is creating plural atlases to sample height field and vector primitives with proper precision. Then, atlases act as super-tiles in rendering procedure and are rendered with state of art height field rendering methods. Experimental results demonstrate that both high performance and good image quality are achieved with the help of VdPAs. In the future, we would be interested in rendering height field in spherical or arbitrary space. We don't consider the LOD management for dynamic vector primitives in this letter, which is very helpful for higher efficiency and of particular interest in the future.
